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UNIT I - FOLK MUSIC IN .~RICA

A. AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS: RECORDINGS USED IN UNIT I

B. LESSONS:

1. Musical Characteristics of The Sta~ Soangled Banner

2. Controversial Aspects of The Star Soangled Banner

3. The English Ballad

4. Aaron Copland - Billy the Kid

5. The Folksong as a Political Force

6. Folk-rock and Folk-pop

7. The Nashville Sound

8. Review

--9. Exam



Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

Lesson 7

RECORDINGS USED IN UNIT I

The United States Army Band
The Star Spangled Banner
Jose Feliciano
The Star Spangled Banner

Woodstock
J imi Hendr ix
The Star Spangled Banner

Joan Baez Vol. 2
Barbara Allen
Smoky Mountain Ballads

Copland
Billy the Kid

woody 'Guthr ie
Hard Traveling

Peter, Paul and Marv
If I Had a Hammer

Bob DYlan's Greatest Hits
The Times They Are A Changin'

Simon and Garfunkel
-Richard Cory

Judy Collins - wildflowers
Both Sides Now

Greatest Folksingers of the Sixties
Salty Dog Blues

Charley Pride in Person
Just Betwe~n You and Me
Dialogue
Lovesick Blues

Bold Country.
The Ceremony
Folsom Prison Blues

Kenny Rodger5'Greatest Hits
The Gambler

The Charlie Daniels Band
Full Moon in America
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RCA LPM
2685

RCA 47-9665
(WPKM - 5236)

Cotillion S D 3 - 500

Vanguard VSD 2097

Counterpoint/Esoteric
52403-5545

Tur nabou t 34,169

Folkways 2483

Warner Bros. 1443

Columbia 9463

Columbia 2469

Electra

Vanguard RSD 17/18

RCA ANLI - 0996
LSP - 4094

Columbia Special products
P 14262

Liberty 100 - 1072

Epic FE 36571
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UNIT I - LESSON 1

AIM Name some of the musical characteristics of "The Star Spangled Banner.n

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES Students will be able to:

write the words of "The Star Spangled Banner" with correct spelling and

punctuation
sing "The Star Spangled Banner" in the key of A flat
conduct "The Star spangled Banner" in 3/4 time using standard conducting

signals
define in writing the terms: beat, meter, text, and rhythm
sing the major scale covering the range of a twelfth and the opening
so-mi-do tr iad us ing solfege syllables
compare the Feliciano version of "The Star Spangled Banner" to traditional

performance

MarI~TION Why is "The Star Spangled Banner" one of the most important songs
in our lives? (It is sung at assemblies, graduations, athletic
events, patriotic events, when TV signs off, etc.)

PROCEDURES write on the beard all terms, definitions and recordings. Add
descr iptions.

1. Distribute copies of the text of "The Star Spangled Banner" and, as
attendanc~ is being taken, ask the class to copy the words into their
notebooks with proper spelling and punctuation.

"THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER"

o SAY CAN YOU SEE BY THE DAWN'S EARLY LIGHT, WHAT SO
PROUDLY WE HAILED AT THE TWILIGHT'S LAST GLEAMING?

WHOSE BROAD STRIPES AND 8RIGHT STARS, THROUGH THE PERILOUS FIGHT
O'ER THE RAMPARTS WE WATCHED, WERE SO GALLANTLY STREAMING~

AND THE ROCKETS RED GLARE, THE BOMBS BURSTING IN AIR,
GAVE PROOF THROUGH THE NIGHT THAT OUR FLAG WAS STILL THERE.

o SAY DOES THAT STAR SPANGLED BANNER YET WAVE,
0' ER THE LAND OF THE FREE AND THE HOME OF THE BRAVE!

2. Have class sing "The Star Spangled Banner" with piano or recorded
accompaniment. Insist on good posture and tone quality. Play the united
States Army Band recording.

3. (a) Elicit the meter of "The Star Spangled Banner." (3/4 time or an

equivalent.
(b) Teach the 3/4 time conducting pattern.
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(c) Draw on the boat:d the following conducting pattern.

Practice tracing this pattern in the ai= using your right hand and
forearm.

(d) Differentiate between upbeat ( ) and downbeat ( ).
(e) Playas students conduct. Stop at various points to spot check the

beat.
(f) Ask a student to conduct the class in the singing of "The Star. Spangled

Banner."
4. Compare and define on the board:

text - words or lyrics of a song
beat - the basic pulse
meter - the basic grouping of beats. as found in each measure in~icated by

the time signature
rhythms - a combination of long and short musical sounds

50 (a) Teach tpe major ,scale on solfege syllables (use Kodaly signals, if
pass ible) •

(b) Write on the board:
Solfege Syllables - Do Re Mi Fa So La Ti Do
Ascending Scale - 1 2 2 4 5 6 7 8
Descending Scale - 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

(cl Ask students to sing the scale beyond the octave to a 12tho to
illustrate the wide range of "The Star Spangled Banner."

(d) Ask students to sing opening six notes (so mi do mi so do) to
illustrate the do or tonic triad.

6. Instead of *5 (or in addition)
(a) Play recording of Jose Feliciano'S rendition of "The Star Spangled

Banner. "
(b) "How does his version differ musically from the traditional version?"

• Different meter - he sings in 4/4 time instead of 3/4
• Different melody

Different rhythn
Different word setting - he stretches various words by improvising
many notes on them

• "Why does Feliciano perform "The Stat: Spangled Banner" so
differently?"

POINTS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

Why is "The Star Spangled Banner" a difficult song to per form?
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UNIT I - LESSON 2

AIM Why has "The Star Spangled BannerK become an object of controversy?

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES Students will be able to:

name three impor tant hist:orical facts connected wi th the text of "The Star

Spangled Banner."
define in writing the terms contrafactum or parody and cite two musical

examples
describe how Jimi Hendrix used "The Star Spangled Banner" to deliver a
revolutionary message in the context of the poU,tical events of 1969
argue substantive reasons for and against the continuation of "The Star

Spangled Banner" as the national anthem

MOrIVATION During which war in American history was "The Star Spangled
Banner" written? (War of 1812)

PRCCEDURES Write on the board all terms, definitions and recordings. Add

" descr iptions.

1. Discuss how Francis Scott Key wrote the words to "The Star Spangled Banner"

dur ing the War of 1812.

The Story Behind "The Star Spangled Banner"

a. War of 1812
America vs. Great Britain

• British fleet sailed into Baltimore'S Chesapeake Bay
• Fort McHenry was key position to Baltimore's defenses
_ our soldiers made an American flag 30 feet by 24 feet to fly over

the fort
b. Francis Scott Key

Attorney, soldier and official emissary
• Sent to negotiate the release of American patriot, Dr. Beanes, being
held,by the Britis~ on their flagship - Tennant
Key won his release
While on board the flagship the British attacked Fort M~Henry
with Dr. Beanes, Key set sail in a small boat during the raging battle
_ from his position he could see the entire battle and began to write

a poem about the terrific struggle
- the British were turned back
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c. Poem of popular English drinking song set to music
• Became extremely popular

Much later, President ~oodrow Wilson adopted the song as our anthem
for the army
- written in 1814
- adopted in 1904

Congress adopted it as the United States National Anthem in 1931
Wor ds s.tand for:
- love of country
-, pcide
- confidence
- courage

2. a) Mention to the class that the melody of The Star Spangled Banner
originally came from a popular drinking song of English origin dealing
with luxury, sensuous pleasure, good food and drink. This expressed a
Greek phildsophy of life (Epicureanism).

b) The lyrics of this song were entitled To Anacreon in Heaven. Anacreon
was a Greek lyric poet who lived from 572-488 B.C.

3. We have kept the melody of this song but changed the lyrics (words) to
create our national anthem. Explain to the class that this pCocess is
called contrafactum or parody.

4. a) Define on the board: Contrafactum or parody _ a vocal composition in
which the original text is replaced by a new one.

b) ElicIt other examples of contrafactum, such as God Save the Queen,
America, commercials.

5. a) Play Jimi Hendrix - "Star Spangled Banner" from Woodstock.
b) Ask: Which words does He~drix pick for his special effects? Why? How

does he achieve t.~ese? (Rockets, bombs)
c) Ask: Why did he perform it this way? (protesting war, abuse by

government/politics)

d) Ask: What was the Woodstock festival? (largest outaoor, rock and roll
concert)

e) Ask: Which subjects caused great controversy in 19697 (Viet ,-lamWar,
use of drugs, abuse of political power, pollution)

POINTS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

Argue: Should "The S'tar Spangled Banner" be retained as the national
anthem?

Pro's Con's

1. Was decreed by Act of Congress
in 1931

2. Words and ,melody are exciting
3. Role of tr'adition

1. Hard to sing
2. Originally a drinking song
3. Words are too warlike

Which others would be possible? ("America the Beautiful," "God Bless
Amer ica")

Why is "The Star Spangled Banner" a less can trover sial subject today than
in 1969?
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UNIT I - LESSON 3

AIM How did the English ballad influence American folk music?

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES Students will be able to:

define in writing
dynamics, timbre,
discuss the st.ory
aspects
conduct "Barbara Allen" in 4/4 time using
contrast the ~ocal timbre of Joan Saez to
from the Smoky MOuntains
list two reasons why var.iants of folksongs exist
discuss the future of the oral tradition of folk

by masS media

the following terms: ballad, strophic song form,
melody, harmony and accompaniment
of "Barbara Allen" and point out at least ·three unusual

standard conducting signals
that of Harry and Jeanie west

music in an era dominated

'vJ,-'
}y MarIVATION wr ite on board names of _all artists and compositions used in

lesson. Add descriptions.
')
1. Play recording of "Barbara Allen" sung by Joan Baez. Mention in advance

that this was probably the most popular English traditional ballad in both
Europe and America. Give background on Joan Baez - liberal, political
causes, natural hair style (pre-hippie "bohemian" type). Play side 2, Band

3.
2. Ask classs to listen carefully to the story, the relationship of the melody

to the words, how the singer maintains interest'throughout the song. "How
do the. rose and the brier symbolize the relationship of William and

Barbar a? Why?"
3. Elicit definitions and write on baord:

a) ballad - a narrative song or poem
b) strothic song form - each stanza is sung to the same melody
c) syllabic word setting - each syllable of text is set to the

corresponding note in the melody
d) dynamics - degrees of intensity or loudness

4,' El icit concept 0f vocal melody with instrumen tal accompan imen t wh ich
supplies the harmony. write definitions on the board.
a) melody - the tune or the leading part.
b) harmony - any pleasing combinatio of tones played at the same

time
c) accompaniment- the musical background (harmony) provided for

a melody
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5. Elicit the meter of "Barbara Al1enN and teach the 4/4 conducting pattern.
Dr aw on the board the following conducting pa ttern~

t+

~~-C\
I

Practice tracing this pattern in the air using your right hand and forearm.
6. Play recording of Harry and Jeanie west and discuss differences in timbre

(give definition: timbre - tone color or quality), the story line, and
performance style. (Smoky Mountain Ballads, Side B,
Band 7)

POINTS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

Why do such wide variations in the performance of the same song exist?

Why is the traditional American folksong probably no longer being created?
(Development of radio, TV, movies, records, cassettes has created a
national culture and entertainment industry which attracts and gives wide
exposure to talented popular composers.)
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UNIT I - LESSON 4

AIM How did American folk music inspire Aaron Copland?

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES Students will be able to:

write a synopsis of the story of Billy the Kid
identify the cowboy songs used in Billy the Kid, individually and within

the context of the recording
define in writing the terms: ballet, theme, syncopation, shifting time

signature
name the orchestral instruments by family used in this work
l~st at least three famous works using folk material by Copland

MOrIv/\ TION William Bonney was one of the most notorious psycho?athic killecs
of the old West. What was his famous nickname? (Billy the Kid)

PROCEDURES Write on board all terms, definitions, and compostions. Add

descr iptions.

1. Review story of Billy the Kid (see back of record jacket).
2. Discuss .contributions and life of Copland (born 1900).
3. Define and explain term ballet - a story that is danced using costumes and

scenery; usually accompanied by orchestral music.
4. Play theyarious themes as well as the ociginal cowboy songs.

5. Define:
a) theme - a musical idea that is the point of departure of

a musical compostion
b) syncopation - the shifting of an accent frOm a strong to

a weak beat
c) shifting the signatures - changing meters

6. Indicate that this work contains some surprise effects (gunfight scene,

barroom dance) •
7. Play the recording of Copland's Billy the Kid. Ask students to identify

the various themes by a show of hands as the cecord plays. Have students
raise their hands high at the gunfight scene.

8. At the conclusion of the record, review by family the instruments used in
this work.

Woodwinds Brass Percussion Str ings---
piccolo french horn ( 4) tympani violins I and II

flute (2) trumpet (3) snare drum viola

oboe (2) trombone (3 ) piano cello

clarinet (2) tuba bass
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POINTS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

Which other works' inspired by folk music did Copland compose?
(Appalachian Spring, Lincoln Portrait, E.31 Salon Mexico, The Tender Land,
Rodeo---
How did Copland compose a uniquely American work? Describe three devices
used.

Which Copland works have been adapted by the British rock group Emerson,
Lake & Palmer? ("Hoedownn from Rodeo and Fanfare for the Common Man)
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UNIT I - LESSON 5

AIM How did the folk song become a force for political and social change in
America?

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES Students will be able to:

associate prominent folksingers with major social protest movements from
1940 to 1970
differentiate performance styles of three major folk performers
discuss the meanings of the texts of three representative songs

MOrIVATION Play on a musical instrument the measures of "This Land Is Your
Land" and ask for the song's title and the au thor (\Yoody
Guthrie), or playa recording of this song.

PROCEDURES Write on board the names of all art:'sts and compositions. Add
descr iptions.

1. Mention that folksingers such as woody Guthrie in the 1930s and 40s, Pete
Seeger in the 50s, Bob Dylan in the 60s used ~e format of the ballad to
write original'words and music about con~emporary soci~l problems. The
words usually conveyed a liberal political message. These songs were sung
at political rallies, "bohemian" coffee houses, and for college audiences.
These songs finally achieved the status of popular music in the 6~s. The
dress of these performers was casual; women wore little make1lp and long,
natural hair styles.

2. Play "Hard Traveling" by WOody Guthrie. Elicit and discuss:
a) Theme of unemployment - story of the Great Depression of the 30s
b) Guitar and harmonica accompaniment
c) woody Guthrie's son Arlo also became a famous folksinger; wrote

"Alice's Restaurant" about a commune in Stockbridge, Massachusetts.
d) woody Guthrie influenced Pete Seeger. ("If I Had a Hammer")

3. Play "If I Had a Hammer" by Peter, Paul and Mary. Elicit and discuss:
a) Mary sings the melody while Peter and Paul provide the vocal and guitar

harmony.
b) The song is symbolic of the Civil Rights Movement of the fifties.

Hammer = justice: bell = freedom: song = love among all people.
c) Seeger also wrote "Where Have All the Flo\lers Gone," one of the theme

songs of the anti-wac movement associated with Peter, Paul and Mary.
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4. "The Times They Are A'Changin" by Bob Dylan. Elicit and discuss~
a) Influenced by Woody Guthrie
b) Accompaniment - harmonica and guitar
c) Song forecasts the major social changes to come out of the sixties.

Ask class to interpret the words.
d) Many of these ideas were first expressed in Dylan's "Blowin' in ~~e

Wind,~ made famous by Peter, ?aul and Mary.

POINTS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

Ask the class to list major social changes in the seventies. Examples:
- Civil Rights Laws - Affirmative Action
- Women's liberation movement
- Rising divorce rate
- Disintegration of family life
- Interest in pure environment, natural foods, health
- Improved social security and unemployment benefits
- End to Viet Nam War - avoidance of military conflict - end of ~~e draft
~ Inflation

Which major issues of the eighties would be good topics for folksingers?
List them.

Which trends of the sixties and seventies are being reversed?
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UNIT I - LESSON 6

AIM How did folksingers adapt to the rock and pop styles of the sixties and

seven ties?

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES Students will be able to~
, .

discuss Simon and Garfunkel's adaptation of E.A. Robinson's poem, Richard

Cory.
contrast accompanying instruments found in Sinon and Garfunkel's folk-rock
style to Judy Collins' folk-pop style.
compare attitudes expressed in these songs to the earlier social protest
styles and the self-centered philosophy of the seventies.
name prominent contemporary folk and country-and-western performers.

MOTIVATION Which famous folk-rock singers, who originally performed as a
team, were residents of Queens and graduates of Forest Hills High
School? (Simon and Garfunkel)

PROCEDURES Write on board names of all artists and compositions. Add
descriptions.

1. Play record of Ric'lard Cory by Simon and Garfunkel., What is this song

trying to say?
2. Why could youth of the sixties feel more a~ti-materialistic than youth of

today? (Many students of the sixties looked down on the materialism of
their parents' relatively affluent suburban life. with the economic
problems of the present, reverse mobility is a fact of life for many young

people. )
3. How does this song show influences of cock? (electric guitars and

keyboard, drums)
4. Which other famous songs did Simon and Garfunkel write? ("Sounds of

Silence," "Bridge Over Troubled water.") How were they influenced by the
rock and pop styles of the 60s and 70s?

5. Which type of audience were Simon and Garfunkel. fans? (Collegians,
middle-class types)

6. Play Judy Collins - "Both Sides NoW."
- Why would we still consider Judy Collins a folksinger?
- Vocal style (light pure natural tone)
- Clear diction
- Thought-provoking lyrics
_ Which are the accompanying instruments? (The guitar has been replaced by

the harps,ichord, strings, light drums.)
- In which ways are the lyrics of this song representative of the

seventies? (love, personal growth, self-involvement)
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POINTS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

Who are the important folksingers of the 70s and 80s? Examples:

John Denver
Jim Croce
crosby, Stills and Nash
Seals and Crofts
Kenny Loggins
James Taylor
Kris Kristofferson
Joni Mitchell
Carole King

Why are they important?

How do their songs show the influence of rock or pop?

Name the instruments generally used by each Eolksinger:.
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UNIT 1_- LESSON 7

AIM HoW did the Nashville sound commercialize southern country music?

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES Students will be able to:

compare the vocal styles of prominent country music stars such as: Flatt
and Scrugges, Charley Pride, Tammy Wynette and George Jones, Johnny Cash,

Kenny Rodgers, Charlie Daniels.
name accompanying instruments and accessories such as the violin or fiddle,
dobro guitar, pedal steel guitar, 12 string guitar, acoustic and electric
guitar, string and electric bass, drums, piano, pick or plectrum, slide or

bottle neck.
identify stylistic characterisitics of country music such as: double
stopping, slides, -grace notes, mordent, back beat, singing in a natural
speech idiom, yodeling, descant, a capella.

MOTIVATION

1. "until recently, when city dwellers thought about country music, they would
imagine sounds similar to this." Play from the Greatest Folksingers of the
Sixties, Side IB and 6, Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs "Salty Dog Blues."
This is an example of bluegrass style popularized on the TV series The
Beverly Hillbillies. The band uses a fiddle or folk violin, dobro guitar,
mandolin, and string bass. The dobro is a metallic sounding square-necked
guitar with a concave resonator under the strings to reinforce the sound.

2. "Which recent movies have helped to stimulate nationwide interest in
country music?"
a) Coal Miner's Daughter, the story of Loretta Lynn
b) Urban Cowboy, which started a fashion craze in cowboy boots and hats.

PRCCEDURES write on board names of all artist and compositions. Add

descr iptions.

1. write these terms on the board and define them as they appear in the lesson:
double-stopping - playing two sounds at once by playing on

two strings at the same time
slides - moving a metal har (sliding) up and down the strings of

a guitar
grace notes - an upper note played an instant before a melody note

mordent - a three note ornament
back bea'c - drums playing a strong accent on beats 2 and 4
descant - a harmony part sung or played above the melody
a cappella - unaccompanied

2. "Many radio stations outside of large cities traditionally played country
music. This music has moved into New York City, where it was rarely
broadcast, on a very large scale. WRVR, which was New York City's foremost
jazz station, was recently converted to an all country format.n
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3. Country music has been primarily published and recorded in Nashville,
Tennessee. It has been broadcast weekly since 1927 over that venerable
Nashville institution, The Grand Old opry. Country music incorporates a
11ariety of styles'such as hillbilly, bluegrass, hoedown cowboy, country and

western, and country rock.
4. Although many country music per:formers are '..;hitesoutherners, one of the

best known and respected country musicians is a black singer named Char:ley
Pride. Listen to the way he performs "Just Between You and Me" and the
style of the accompanying instruments. This will be followed by.a short
monologue in which he speaks about himself before leading into a famous
Hank Williams' hit, "Lovesick Blues.~ This was recorded live at a concert

in Fort worth, Texas. Play:
Charley pride in Person
Side 1 Band 3 "Just Between You and Me"
Side 1 Band 5 "Dialogue"
Side 1 Band 6 "Lovesick Blues"
QuestiDns on above:
_ What vocal gimmick does "Lovesick Blues" feature? (Yodeling)
_ How would you describe Charley pride's style? (follows a natural speech

inflection, clear diction, relaxed delivery)
_ Which instruments accompanied? (bass, acoustic guitar, drums, and pedal

steel guitar) "The pedal steel guitar, sometimes known as the Hawaiian
guitar, is shaped like a long box with strings attached lengthwise. The
player has a metal plectrum or pick attached to the end of each finger of
his plucking hand. The other hand hold a meta:i.bar used for s1iding up
and down the strings. (Linda Ronstadt's song "Blue Bayou" features a
solo for pedal steel guitar.) This effect can also be achieved on G~e
guitar by sliding a round metal bar shor:t distances up the strings. In
the old days, players would use the broken-off necks of glass bottles on
their left hand "pinkies" and slide the glass along the str ings. The
sliding- effect is found in many country selections - hence the term
bottle-neck or slide guitar.

S. Many country songs are extremely romantic and sentimental. Play "The
Ceremony" (Bold Country (Side 1 Band 2) which features the famous Nashville
singing couple Tammy wynette and George Jones.
a) The accompaniment, besides using a piano, bass, drums, and electric

organ, uses a violin playing in a country double-stop style (two sounds
at once by playing on two strings at the same time).

b) In the third stanza, Tammy wynette sings a harmony part or descant
above the;melody sung by George Jones. This is typical of ma,1Y coun try

songs.
c) The accompaniment, besides using the typical sliding effects, also

includes mordents (a three-note ornament) and orace notes (an upper
note played an instant before a melody note) •

d) Harmonies are relatively simple and melodies have a folk quality.
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6. Johnny Cash is one of the most famous male co un try and western 5 inger s.
Many country songs tell of outlaws or down-and-out types. Play "Folsom
Prison Blues" (Bold Country (Side 1, Band 4). "Notice the back beat on the
drums (a strong inflection on 2 and 4) - oom pah oom pah or l-l-3-.:!.).The
electric guitar, bass, and mandolin are also used. Or:

7. Kenny Rodgers whose Greatest H,its has been number one in nationwide album
sales, sings both country and pop rock styles. He has a jdistinctive
register break which permits him to change his sund to either a moire
"white" country or "blac:<" pop style as in such rock ballads as "Lady" oc
"She Believes in Me." piay "The Gambler" (Greatest Hits Side 1, Band 2) .
Like many country songs "The Gambler" not only tells a story, but also has
a message or a moral. Notice the gospel touches at the end, with the
addition of an a capella (unaccompanied) choic.

s. Country c':)ckis a combination of har.d rock with the instrumental
figurations of country music and lyrics about southern country life. ?lay
Charlie Daniels, "In America" (Full Moon Side 2, Band 5) instrumentation
includes fiddle, guitars (electric), bass guitar, keyboards, drums.
"Notice the message of the lyrics, indicating a new patriotism, an end to
the cadicalism of the 60s, and the strong anti-communist warning.

POINTS FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

Why has country music finally come into its own as a national rather than a
regional music?
_ Renewed spirit of nationalism (Iran crisis) and conservatism - return to

traditional values and "normalcy."
Boredom with disco and acid or weird rock styles.
Desire for singable melodies, clear diction, simple emotions,
straigh~forward harmonies and phrasing.
Incorporation of pop-rock elements into country music and the
diversification into other pop styles by various country singers.
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REVIE'".'l' PLAN FOR MUSIC SURVEY EXAM

UNIT I

AIM How did the folksong influence American music?

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES Students will be able to:

define the 16 terms listed on the review sheet below
name four instruments for each of the main categories of orchestral

instrumen ts
name the composer anQlor performers of the 12 compositions listed on the
review and a pertinent fact about each
recognize at last lO of the above in recorded examples

MOTIVATION Announce exam - distribute review sheet.

PROCEDURES write on board:

Review composers and ~erformers in III and play 10 examples to be included

~ the ex~.
Review·orchestra1 instruments.
Spot check definitions.

SUMMARY Refer students to class notes.
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REVIEW SHEET FOR UNIT I EXAM

1. TERMS - define

l. accompaniment 9 • harmony

2. ballad 10. melody

3. ballet 1l. meter

4. beat 12. refrain

5. con trafactum 13. text

&. descant 14. theme

7 • double-stopping 15. timbre

8. dynamics 16. 5 troph ic song form

II. List four instruments for each of the following categories of

orches tr al ins trumen ts:

1) woodwinds 2) brass 3) percussion 4) strings

III. Name the performer or composer of the following and some important

facts about each piece.

l. The Star spangled Banner 7 • Richard Cory

2. Barbar a Allen 8. Both sides Now

3. Billy the Kid 9 • Just Between You and Me

4. Hard Travelin I
10. Lovesick Blues

5. If I Had a Hammer II. The Gambler

6 •. The Times They Are A'Changin' 12. In America
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MUSIC SURVEY EXAM 1: -UNIT I

TEST A

NAME ----------------------------- DATE: GRADE __

I. MATCHING QUESTIONS (30 pts. )

l. strophic song form---
2. timbre

3. meter

4. text

5. accompaniment

6. double-stopping

I. dynamics

8. descant

9. ballet

10. harmony

A. the lyrics of a song

B. degrees of loudness of a sound

Co any pleasant combination of
tones played at the same time

D. tone color or tone quality

E. a harmony part sung above a given
melody

F. two sounds at once by playing on.
two strings at once

G. expres$ed by the time signature
or conducting pattern

H. a. story that is danced

I. the melody remains the same
throughout all the stanzas of
the song

J. a new text for an old song

K. the musical background provided
for a melody

II. LIST 4 INSTRUMENTS FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES OF ORCHESTRAL
INSTRUMENTS: (16 pts.)

A. Brass: 1. 2. 3. 4.

B. Percuss ion: 1. 2. 3. 4.
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III. MATCH the compositions to the composer/performer and style by placing the
letter of the correct composer/performer in Column A and the letter of

the correct style in Column B.

A B Composition

1. Star Spangled
Banner

2. Lovesick Blues

3. Hard Travelin'

4. The Times They
Are A'Changin'

5. Just Between
you and Me

6. Both Sides Now

7. Richard Cory

8. The Gambler

9. Billy the Kid

10. Barbara Allen

Composer/performer

A. Woody Guthr ie

B. Bob Dylan

C. 'Aaron Copland

D. Judy Collins

E. Pete Seeger

F. Charlie Pride

G. Joan Baez

H. Jose Feliciano

I. Kenny Rodgers

J. Simon and
Garfunkel

Style

K. Ballet using cowboy
songs

L. Nashville yodeling
style

M. 1960s revolutionary
message

N. based on a poem
by E.A. Robins~n

O. woes of a depres-
sion drifter

P. English ?allad of
the rose and the
brier

Q. folk-pop song using
a harpsichord

R. Nashville song using
pedal steel guitar

s. coun,try-pop wi th
a gospel touch

T. patriotic song sung
in 4/4 time instead
of 3/4

U. humorous dialogue
song

IV. LISTENING (14 pts.) NAME THE SELECTION, COMPOSER/PERFORMER AND STYLE.

(Selections will be chosen from III above.)

Selection

1.

2.

3.

5.
Doc. 0476B/page - 29 -
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MUSIC SURVEY EXAM l~ UNIT I

TEST B

NAHE

I. MATCHING QUESTIONS (30 ptsc)

I. contrafactum A.

2. melody B.

3. dynamics Co

4.• harmony D.

5. timbre E.

6. ballad F.

7. double-stopping G.

8. beat H.

9. theme t.

10. descant J.

K.

DATE: GRADE -----

the tune of the leading part

the volume or loudness of a sound

playing 2 notes at ?nce on a violin

a new text for an old song

a harmony part sung above a given
melody
a verse or melody repeated after
each song stanza
a narrative song

tone color or tone,quality

a musical idea which forms the basis
for a composition, usually a melody
any pleasing combination of tones
played at the same time
the basic pulse in music

II. LIST 4 INSTRUMENTS FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES OF ORCHESTRAL
INSTRUMENTS: (16 pts.)

A. Woodwinds: 1. 2.

B. Strings: 1.

3. 4.

3. 4.
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!II. MATCH the compositions to the composer/performer and style by placing the
letter of the correct composer/performee in Column A and the letter of

the correct style in Column B.

A B Comoosition

l. Barbara Allen A. Charlie pride

Comooser/pee formee

2. Hard Travelin' B. Jimi Hendrix

3. The Times They' C. Judy Collins
A.re A'Chang in'

4 •. If I Had
a Hammer

5. Richard cory-- -_.-
6. Lovesick Blues

7. In America

8. Billy the Kid--- ----

--- -_.- 9. Star Spangled
Banner

10. BOth Sides Now

o. Aaron Copland

E. Pete Seeger

F. Peter, Paul
& Mary

G. Harry &
Jeannie west

H. Simon and
Garfunkel

1. Charlie
Daniels

J. Bob Dylan

K. woody Guthrie

style

L. uses "Goodbye Old
Paint" as one of its
themes

M. based on a poem by
E.A.. Robinson

N. 1960s revolutionary
message

O. Smoky Mountain vers'ion
of an old English
ballad

P. patriotic country rock

Q. civil Rights song of

the '50s

R. "Just looking for a
home in the southern
cotton field"

s. woes of a depression
dr ifter

T. folk-pop song using
a harpsi;:hord

u. woodstoc.k anti-war
protest 1969

V. Nashville yodeling
style

IV. LISTENING (14 pts.) NAME THE SELECTION, COMPOSER/PERFORMER AND STYLE.

(Selections will be chosen from III above.)

Selection

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Composer/performer
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ANSWERS TO MUSIC SURVEY EXAM 1: UNIT I

TEST A

1. MATCHING QUESTIONS (3 pts. each)

1. I 6. F

2. D 7. B

3. G ~:::4. A

5. K 10. C

II. LIST 4 INSTRUMENTS FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES OF ORCHESTRAL
INSTRUMENTS: (16 pts.)

A. Brass: french horn, trumpet, trombone, tuba

B. Percussion: tympani, snare drum, piano, bass drum

III. MATCH THE COMPOSITION TO THE COMPOSER/PERFORMER (Column A - 2 pts. each)
AND STYLE (Column B-2 pts. each).

A B

l. H T

2. F L

3 • A 0

4 _ B M

5. F R

6. D Q

7. J N

8. I S

9. C k

10. G P
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IV. LISTENING (5) selections will be chosen from Section III
Selections 1 through 4 are 3 points each.
worth 2 points.

of the exam.
Selection 5 is

Selection

1.

. Composer/Performer

Doc. 0476B/page - 33 -
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4.

5.
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ANSWERS TO MUSIC SURVEY EXAM 1: UNIT I

TEST B

T. MATCHING QUESTIONS (3 pts. each)

1. D 6. G

2. A 7. C

3. B 8. K

4.: J .9. I

5. H 10. E

II. LIST 4 INSTRUMENTS FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES OF ORCHESTRAL
INSTRUMENTS: (16 pts.)

A. Brass: piccolo, flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon

B. Percussion: violins, viola, cello, bass, guitar'

III. MATCH THE COMPOSITION TO THE COMPOSER/PERFORMER (Column A - 2 pts. each)
AND STYLE (Column B-2 pts. each).

A B-
l. G 0

2. K S

3. J N

4. F Q

5. H M

6. A V

7. I p

8. D L

9. B U

10. C T
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IV. LISTENING (5) Selections will be chosen from Section III of the exam.
Selections 1 through 4 are 3 points each. Selection 5 is
worth 2 points.

Selection Composer/Performer Style

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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